
Evaluation results: Atmosphere, Ocean and Land 
(January 15- 22, 2021)

Course details 

Instructors: Axel Kleidon, Christoph Gerbig, Olaf Kolle, Tarek El-Madany, Julia Marshall, 

Mathias Goeckede, Fabrice Lacroix

More information is provided on the webpage: http://www.imprs-gbgc.de/index.php/
Courses/AtmOcean2021
12 out of 20 participants filled in the survey by February 16, 2021

Survey results

Did the goals and the structure of the course matched well with the course de-
scription? 

• Yes = 12

Did the goals and the structure of the course matched well with the course de-
scription? [Comment]
• The facilitators did a good job with giving us what was outlined in the course descrip-

tion. Although, there was not much focus on land ecosystems

Was the course useful for you to have a better background knowledge on the 
Earth system compartments atmosphere and ocean, especially with regard to 
biogeochemical cycling?
• Yes = 11
• Somewhat = 1

Was the course useful for you to have a better background knowledge on the 
Earth system compartments atmosphere and ocean, especially with regard to 
biogeochemical cycling? [Comment]

• It gives a good knowledge on geochemistry, but only very little on the biological as-
pect.

http://www.imprs-gbgc.de/index.php/Courses/AtmOcean2021
http://www.imprs-gbgc.de/index.php/Courses/AtmOcean2021
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Would you recommend this course to others?
•    Yes = 12

Would you recommend this course to others? [Comment]
• The quality of the course content is high, I learned a lot of new things - even in topics I 

thought I know quite well already. Very cool, it shows again how good our teachers are 
in their respective fields :)

• Yes, especially those focusing on atmospheric science.

Did the trainers take sufficient time / opportunities for questions and discus-
sions?
• Yes = 12

Did the trainers take sufficient time / opportunities for questions and discus-
sions? [Comment]
• All of them did, but Axel and Julia really stood out in a positive sense, by checking in 

regularly if we had questions and enthusiastically answering the ones we had :)
• All speakers were open to questions, but there was not very much planned open dis-

cussion. They were always patient and interested in questions, though.
• Yes, quite satisfactory
• They were very open and willing to answer questions!

Which parts were especially good (and why)?
• The Radiation part was really well explained in detail
• All teachers took great care in preparing the course online and ensuring we would not 

fall asleep behind our screens! They did this by:- making interactive exercises 
(Christoph, Julia)- quizzing us (Julia, Axel, Mathias, Fabrice)- a live tour through the 
measurement devices (Olaf and Tarek)I really liked the live-quiz with Mathias today, 
and the hands-on modeling exercises with Christoph and Julia, because they made 
you think about the complex questions before getting the correct answers :)

• Axel's lecture gave us a fundamental understanding of the whole of the earth system 
from a thermodynamic perspective.

• Parts mostly related to describing fluxes in details with regards to theory and  
equations. Alongside processes that were also describe in a correlated manner.

• I highly recommend the Eddy Covariance equipment part which gave the participants 
a very vivid and instant perspective of how the system works.

• Virtual demonstration by Olaf and Tarek turned out to be pretty well. Exercises by Julia 
on radiative transfer. Everyone taught very well.

• Julia Marshall's talk was very easy to follow and intuitive. Learning to use the cluster 
and the transport model was really interesting and helped expand my skillset.

• The interactive parts, especially the question-answer part during the last session and 
also the part where we had to solve problems/ questions in smaller groups
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• The part about radiations taken by Julia Marshall. She was very detailed in her  
explanation. Also I found the last part about the cryosphere to be interesting well un-
derstood since it is one of my areas of interest and. I also liked the test assessments 
Mathias incorporated into his teaching.

• I really liked the modules on radiative forcing and oceans and cryosphere. These were 
the modules that were more closely related to my area of research but the  
other modules were great too.

• I particularly enjoyed the atmosphere and radiation modules. The lecturers were so 
motivating to make questions and very interesting discussions came up.

Which parts were not so good / not so fitting / not well enough presented?
• All were good!
• 1. While I understand online lecturing is new to him, it was really hard to listen to Olaf 

presenting in a super monotonous voice for 2 hours... But the live tour he was super 
enthusiastic, so perhaps he can translate this energy to when he presents at the com-
puter somehow :)  
2. On Wednesday morning, Christoph had many text-only slides, which made me lose 
attention quite often. This was a big contrast with Monday, where his slides were really 
nice & visual and his presentation style was way more enthusiastic.

• The on-hands modelling was somewhat a bit difficult in terms of technical issues and 
so on.

• Maybe the speed of introduction of the Basic concept is too fast for participants who 
have no background in the Atmosphere.

• Hand-on session on STILT was not very effective owing to slow graphics (probably 
because of VPN connection)

• Obviously Zoom courses are not ideal, but some lectures were difficult to follow and 
remain engaged in. When using command-line or web tools, some better documenta-
tion and help/walkthroughs could have saved some time. Christoph Gerbig did a good 
job of this.

• All parts were good. Although the parts focusing on atmospheric processes were so 
fitting to my area of research, I learned a lot about how such processes work. I just 
feel it's so much information within a short time, especially for people who lack the 
background.

• All modules were good!
• It would have been great that the practical lessons could be in person, but of course 

the pandemic situation made impossible to have in-person meetings, so I acknowl-
edge the lecturers who made big efforts for the practices going virtual.

Do you have other suggestions for a future workshop on Atmosphere, Ocean and 
Land?

• All were good!
• No, it is a great course in this setup. Let's hope the next edition can be in person again
• more time and more practice.
• Better preparation for on-hands applications in modelling.
• More exercise for model running.
• I would enjoy hands-on model work with Axel Kleidon's thermodynamics work. I think 

this would be very fitting.
• its much easier to follow everything and take notes if the slides are all uploaded  

previous to the sessions
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• I think the course should be taken at a slower pace. E.g 7 to 10 days. 5 days is a  
little too small for all the information given. Especially when you have to do this  
online. It can be quite tiring.

• I struggled a bit with the modelling exercises as I do not have a programming  
background. Maybe some more detailed instructions would help in the future.

• It should be worth it that the land module could have one extra day, so people who 
have not a strong background in this specific subsystem of the Earth system can take 
more advantage of this course.

Do you have any other comments for the trainers & organizer? If so, please feel 
free to leave us a note.

• Some presentations/slides weren't uploaded beforehand, it would be helpful if we have 
the presentation while listening to the lecture so we can directly go back to the part we 
didn't understand and have more time to look at it after the presenter have already 
gone to the next slides.

• Awesome effort in the virtual world! Thanks a lot
• Thanks a lot for the abundant knowledge and excellent training design.
• Thank you for organizing!
• Although the trainers were patient with us. But I feel the students should be carried 

along more. I noticed many of us who don't have atmospheric science background 
were quiet most of the time.

• Keep up the great job! You guys rock!
• Everything, from my point of view, was great. As I mentioned before it is a shame that 

the practical lessons had to be virtual as well, but this is something that is out of 
everybody's hands. Maybe something to take into account is that virtual practices (dur-
ing Corona times) can be slower than they would normally be, so might be worth it to 
have extra time for the practices until we can go back to in-person meetings.


